
Volume control
The operation and control when recording radio
and gramophone iiiusic is the same as with
microphone recordings, with the exception of the
volume control. In the case of recordings from a
radio set you must control the volume by means
of the lower of the two combined controls. The
upper one then remains available for controlling
the volume of the connected microphone, if any.
This means that you can add announcements etc.
to recorded radio programs. See under "Mixing",
page 12.

Test-recordings

The modern tape recorder has the additional
advantage that every recording can be monitored
directly and that every inch of tape can be used
again and again until the result is satisfactory in
every respect.
Contrary to, e.g. photography, the tests cost you
nothing at all!
It is therefore advantageous to preceed every
recording with a test-recording (record - rewind -
play back - rewind - ready for further recordings).
When recording radio programs or gramophone
records, you may be bothered by hum. If so, change
the polarity of the connection : disconnect the plug
from the recorder, turn it over and plug it in again.
It may happen too, that one of the mains plugs
needs turning over. It is just a matter of expe-
rimenting.

Copying gramophone records

You are in a position now to record uninterrupted
programs of music for festive occasions,
parties, a dance, for callisthenics or for folk-
dancing. Or you may make recordings for
music in theatres, music-while-you-work, music
in shopping centres or in canteens, with your
home movies, for ceremonies or for the study
of music.
Connecting and recording is a simple matter:
all you have to do is plug the flex of the
record player into the "R/0" socket of the
recorder.
You can listen to the record before the
recording is made by using the recorder as an
amplifier! To do so depress the stop button
completely; it is then locked in this position.
Further see under "Volume control" and
"Test-recordings".

the tape. If your set is not yet provided with
a recorder socket, this may be fitted as yet in
a relatively simple way. Your dealer will be
glad to do it for you.

b.

In the absence of a special recorder socket (or
of the required flex), you can make your
recording as shown in the example: via the
additional loudspeaker socket on your radio set.
In this case you must reckon with slightly
inferior quality and, in addition, the tone and
volume controls on the radio set will affect the

recording. It is best to adjust the radio set to
a volume of room level with mostly trebles and
little bass.
The additional loudspeaker socket on your
radio set should be of the low-resistance type.
Usually there is a little label over the socket
reading: "5 qhms", "3—7 £2" or something
like it. The instruction leaflet supplied with
your radio set may give you the information.
There are, however, sets which have a high-
resistance loudspeaker socket, e.g. "800 ohms".
When using such a socket your recording may
be distorted because of the excessive signal
strength. It is much better in a case like that
to use the special recorder socket or have such
a socket fitted.

If you wish to connect the recorder to an AC/DC
radio set, see your Philips dealer for a safety
arrangement.
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